
Brand New Gallery presents Blurred Lines, Paul Anthony Smith’s first European solo show. The exhibition will feature a group of 
large-scale paintings from Smith’s most recent body of work. 

In Blurred Lines, Smith employs the use of drawing, layering cinderblocks to create walls of blurred lines. Smith continues the 
exploration of image manipulation, camouflaging ideas of nostalgia: how images are broken down into pixelated color blocks as 
a disguise to form walls. 

His process started with 6 large photographs, which have been used in previous works. He painted cinder blocks on the 
photographs themselves —drawing with oil sticks, choosing colors corresponding to the photographs (in effect, turning a 
digital pixel into a handmade, expressive gesture). Then, using these prints as reference sketches, he recreated the cinder block 
pattern in the same colors drawing on canvases with a painted underlayer of white, blue, or bright yellow. This yellow color is of 
special significance to Jamaican cultures, notably the mango, commonly found on trees throughout the island. If someone has 
a mango tree, they will put any extra fruit out on their fence, often cinder block walls, for any passersby to take — making it a 
symbol of community in Jamaica, as opposed to its status as an expensive luxury item in the developed world.

Many of the bricks are black — however, they are all different shades of black (mixed with reds, greens, etc.), and this subtlety 
is hard to perceive on first glance. 

Smith is very aware of the political overtones. The title “Blurred Lines” refers to both his mark-making as well as the blurred 
distinctions in contemporary culture and politics — including gun laws, tragedies across America, and ongoing immigration laws 
concerning the US-Mexico border. 

 Paul Anthony Smith
(b. 1988, St. Ann’s Bay, JM) lives and works in Brooklyn, NY.

Paul Anthony Smith received his BFA from the Kansas City Art Institute. 
His work will be featured in two group shows this fall: at the Next Wave: New Photography show at BAM of Brooklyn, New York; and at the PM/AM Gallery of 
London, UK. Recent solo exhibitions: On the Wall:Paul Anthony Smith, Providence College (Providence, RI, 2016); Yellow Tail Never Kick Rocks, Zieher Smith & 
Horton (New York, NY, 2015); Real Art Ways (Hartford, CT, 2014). Recent group exhibitions: Jamaican Pulse: Art and Politics from Jamaica and the Diaspora, Royal 
West Academy (Bristol, UK, 2016); Disguise: Masks and Global African Art, Brooklyn Museum of Art (Brooklyn, NY, 2016); Every Semester, Belger Arts Center 
(Kansas City, MO, 2016); Reality of my surroundings: The Contemporary Collection, Nasher Museum of Art (Durham, NC, 2015); Disguise: Masks and Global 
African Art, Seattle Museum of Art (Seattle, WA, 2015); Concealed, The Studio Museum Harlem, (New York, NY, 2015).
Notable collections include the Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University (Durham, NC), the Nerman Museum of Contemporary Art (Overland Park, KS), the 
Pilara Foundation Collection - Pier 24 Photography (San Francisco, CA), and the 21c Museum (Louisville, KY).
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